Massive explosion in the port of Beirut. Disaster truly Apocalyptic in magnitude. Unprecedented scenes never seen so many masses of wounded, crying desperate citizens, destruction, misery all over town, some hospitals destroyed, chaos everywhere ...

The response from AUBMC faculty, house staff, nurses and support staff tirelessly pouring in to help as many wounded in the ERs, ICUs, neuro ICUs, operating rooms, radiology units, CT scan units, and all floors ...was the least to say heartwarming. Over 450 patients were seen in 12 hrs, and more thereafter. Saving lives and alleviating pain is what we do...

The scale of the rebuild is massive. Early estimates of the rebuild of Beirut is several billion dollars, between $6-10 billions. AUB has several million dollars’ worth of damage. Lebanon and AUB will rise again from this disaster thanks to its resilient and resolute citizens. We need your help. AUB has established a fund for donations accessible that from anywhere in the world;

https://give.aub.edu.lb/Aug4response